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Inducer design plays an important part in Alternating Current Field Measurement 
(ACFM). It involves influence analysis of some key parameters on the perturbation of the 
magnetic field above the crack. Experimental analysis methods are time-consuming, high cost 
and have experimental errors. Finite element method (FEM) can overcome these shortcomings, 
and is adopted in this paper to aid design of ACFM inducer. Two kinds of ACFM Inducer, twin 
coil and U-shaped inducer are proposed, and corresponding numerical simulation models are 
built. In the model for the U-shaped inducer, the inducer comprises a U-shaped core and a 
current-carrying coil. The specimen is modeled by a plate, and the surface breaking crack in the 
specimen is modeled by a semi-ellipse [1], as shown in Figure 1. The models are then verified by 
comparison with experimental data. After that, influence of various parameters, such as core 
material, core dimensions and inducer lift-off on the perturbed magnetic field above the crack is 
analyzed in the models and suggested parameters are given based on the influence analysis 
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Figure 1. Numerical simulation model of the U-shaped inducer. 
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